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Ql (a) If the electric potential at point is zero. Does it follow that electrical field

intensity is also zero at hat point. Explain.

(b) If V2U = O. Why does it ot follow that U is identifying zero?

(c) Why is electrostatic pot ntial is continuous at a boundary?
- -

(d) Express E and B in te s of potential function V and A.

(e) Under what condition will be Reflection Coefficient and Transmission

coefficient for perpendi ular polarization will be same as that of parallel

polarization.

(f) What is meant by ski depth of a conductor? How is it related to the

attenuation constant? ow does it depend on cr and 8?

(g) What is the essential d fference between transmission line and an ordinary

electric network?

(h) What is smith chart d where is the point representing a short circuit on

smith admittance chart

(i) Obtain approximate ex ression forr and Zo for a Lossy Transmission Line at

very low frequency suc that roL«<R, roC«<G.

Ul Define SWR. How is it r lated to voltage and current reflection coefficient?( l0x2.5=25)

UNIT·I

Q2 (a) Determine the charge

j[ r2)_ 20r+- ar

ensity p in both regions. If D = 3
5 ~

--a
138r r

r::;2

r>2

in cylindrical co-ordina es. (6)

(b) Distinguish between pLacian of scalar and vector function. Find the

Laplacian of (i) V = 1 (cylindrical co-ordinate) (6.5)
reo t/J

(ii) A=x2 zax+xy2Zay+xyz2az'

OR

Q3 (a) Transform the vector B = zax + (1- x)ay + Y az into cylindrical co-ordinates. (4)
x

(b) Define the terms gradie t, divergence and curl of vector. (6)

(c) Find the constant b so that vector F=t(x+3y)+ )(y-2x)+k(x+bz)is

solenoidal. (2.5)

UNIT-II

Q4 (a) Solve Laplace equat on for the region between cones. Given at

() = (}j, V = ~ and at () (}2' V = 0 . The cone vertices are isolated at r=O. (6)

(b) In cylindrical co-ordin es two <j>=constantplanes are insulated along z-axis.

Neglect fringing and c culate Ebetween planes assuming that V=lOOvolt

for t/J = a and V= 0, t/J 0 . (6.5)

OR

Q5 (a) Write the boundary c nditions that exist at interface of free space and a

magnetic material of in mite permeability. (6)

(b) Define current densi vector J. Using Ampere's Circuital Law, derive

relationship between Band J. (3)

(c) Explain the terms ener density and energy stored in magnetic field. (3.5)
P.T.O.
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(a) Fa; normal incid nee upon the dielectric-dielectric interface \,..\ ..

f-Ll' = f-L2 = f-Lo' we defi e Rand T as the reflection and transrmsSl0n coeffic~

for average p wer i.e. Pr = ~ , p, = Tp' Prove that;
0." t7"7 {TO"'Il twg

R __(111 - 112)2 al1d T __ 411,112___ when nl and n2 are refractive index.

111 + 112 (111+ 112Y
(b) State Poynting Theorem. In a non-magnetic material

H = 30Cos(2Jr xl 08 t 6x)a r mA / m. Find (i) I~trinsic Impedance (ii) Poynting

" vector (iii) Time ave age power crossing the surface x=l, 0<y<2, 0<2<3m. (6.5)

OR

(a) Derive the followin general expression of the attenuation and phase

constant for can ucting media a = @ P2EUI+ (:Er -I)NPf m and

[J=@ ~2E(1+(:)' +l}adfm (6)

(b) A 3GHz y-polarized uniform plane wave propogate in the +x direction in a

non-magnetic medi m having a dielectric constant 2.5 and a loss tangent

10.2. (6.5)

(il Determine the istance over which the amplitude of propogating wave

will be out in hal .
(ti) Determine intri sic impedance the wavelength, the phase velocity and

group velocity of wave in the medium.

(iii)Ass.uming E :::a x 50Sin( 60Jr x 109 t + ~) at x=O. Write the expression for H

for all t and x.

. UNIT-IV-r2- ~~~-
-t
v;;.

(a)

Consider the two art network shown in fig(a). The relation between the

, ' [V] [A DB][_V/ 22]forinput and output v riables can be written in matrix I::: ,

II C

(cash yf 20 sinh yf]

Lossy Line in fig(b), show that ABCD matrix is _1_ sinh yf cosh yf . (6.5)

20 '

•
(b) A 600 air Line operating at 20MHz is 10m long. If .the input impedance is

90+j 1500. Calcula 2 L ' r and S. (6)

OR

(a) The input imped ce of an open short circuited Lossy Transmission Line

has both a resistiv and reactive component. Prove that input impedance of

a very short secti n e of a slightly' Lossy Line (ae «< 1, {Jf «< 1)0 is

approximately. (4.5)

(i) 2m = (R + jwL)e ith a short circuit termination.

(ii) 2 = G - jOJC with an open circuit termination.

In G2 + (OJC)

(b) The open-circuit d short circuit impedance measured at ~nput terminal of

a transmission I ne 4 meter long are respectively 250 L. -500g and

360 L. 2000. (i) De rmine Zo, a. and 13. (iiI Determine R, L, G and C. (8)
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